Use small bubble wrap on this project and permanent markers. Make sure to color on the flat side.

Leave about 3" on top to fold over. This will be where you will insert your ribbon to tie around your waist.

You will notice the colors are brighter on the flat side but still show on the bubble side. Use clear tape and ribbon and you are ready to be a mermaid!

**Octopus Puppet**
- Paper Cup
- Sock
- Bubble Wrap Mailer
- Tissue Paper
- Glue or Stapler
- Scissors
- Hole Punch
- Markers
- Eyes / BE CREATIVE!

Punch 8 holes.
Cut sock and design face.
Fill head with tissue paper.
Cut out 8 legs from your bubble wrap mailer and decorate. Tie each one on and secure with tape.

Last step is to add the sock over the cup and secure with glue or staples. Now you can put your hand inside the cup and use as a puppet. Have a fun under the sea day blowing bubbles, wearing your mermaid tale and playing with your new octopus puppet!

HAVE FUN!